Jleujlits vnfeet the old road climbed to the crest of the ridge, but the motor road was then being. cut out of the side of the gorge. Erhyuan, the next district city, does not stand upon the road to the north, but a few miles from it. This habit of building the through routes so that they avoid some of the smaller cities is frequently found in Yiinnan. Such towns serve as market centres for the farmlands around them and are not engaged to any marked degree in the long distance trade of the caravan roads. Probably for this reason, and because the citizens do not wish to have too much contact with the muletteers and other travellers, the roads were made to pass them by at a convenient distance. Erhyiian, in a small isolated lake plateau, is therefore a quiet place, enjoying the advantage of a constant hot water supply as boiling springs rise within the town itself.
Niukai, the second stage from Tali, is also in this hot-spring region, and perhaps has a future as a Spa. At present there is a sort of public bathingpool into which a cool spring is run in order to make the temperature of the water bearable. Men and women use this pool on alternate days. The earthworks of the motor road to Likiang were then already completed as far as Niukai, although there were no bridges. Beyond this point the road crosses the first pass Ch'ou Shui Kuan, "Stinking Water Pass" (so called from a sulphurous spring); and the difficult task of cutting the motor road out of the sides of this mountain had not at that time made great progress.
Ch'ou Shui Kuan is the divide between the Erh river, which flows from Erhyuan lake, and the Yangpi river, which rises north of Kienchwan and flows south to the Mekong. From this pass, above the Kienchwan lake plateau, one obtains the first full view of the Yu Lung Shan, still 50 miles away, but towering over all the intermediate ranges. Two stages along the valley of the Yangpi through the town of Kienchwan the road crosses the considerable pass which is here the Mekong-Yangtze divide, and henceforward the character of the country changes. The plain of Likiang itself is the last of the typical Yiinnan lake plateaux, the most northerly of the chain which stretches southward through Kienchwan, Erhyuan, Tali, and Mitu to Paoshan. North and west of Likiang the country is split up into the deep parallel valleys of the Yangtze, Mekong, and Salween. These narrow valleys, almost gorges, are the only areas where any cultivation is possible, and consequently the only areas able to maintain any population. The dividing ranges, sparsely inhabited by Li Su tribesmen, remain covered with dense virgin forest.
Even greater difficulties would be encountered in the construction of the projected roads linking north Yiinnan with north-east Burma or Assam than in the building of the Burma Road. The mountains are higher and steeper; the rivers wider and more numerous, and there is no large local population to provide labour. This last obstacle, and the difficulty of feeding a labour force if it were imported from elsewhere, is probably the main reason why no great progress had been made with these schemes before the Japanese invasion of Burma rendered them temporarily useless.
Likiang, the most northerly Chinese city of any size in Yiinnan, is a closepacked planless town of narrow alleys reminiscent more of a south Chinese city than the usual "northern" design found in Yiinnan. Most Yiinnan towns The traffic of the northern road beyond Shihku is slight, such as there is is largely run by Tibetans or half Tibetans from Weisi. These people never frequent inns, even in those parts of the province where they exist. Whether the innkeepers object to the total absence of personal cleanliness which characterizes the Tibetan nomad, or whether the latter prefer to camp in the fashion of their own country, which in any case they must do on long stretches of their journey, the Tibetan traders who come south to the Tali fair never enter an inn in the city, but camp on the mountain slopes beyond the walls. 
